DREAMING
MARLEY: Oh yeah!!
No time for lying here in my bed, this idea in my head
Is so exciting and I need more so
I must pick up the paper and pen, Go through the action again
Take down the details and then explore, oh
Yeah I’ve been dreaming
Oh yeah I’ve been dreaming
While I lay here so quiet and still, my brain was spinning until
A door flew open and I went through it
There was the most incredible scene, the best place I’ve ever been,
That’s when I saw him and I just knew it
Yeah I’ve been dreaming
Oh yeah I’ve been dreaming
So now I’m dreaming with my eyes open
This time I won’t be caught sitting, hoping
This isn’t ‘one day I will’
I’m gonna keep trying until
What happens next becomes really clear, there is nothing to fear
It’s a story that keeps on rolling
I can’t think of a better way, to be starting my day
On a journey that I’m controlling
Yeah I’ve been dreaming
Oh yeah I’ve been dreaming
And sometimes dreams come true.

THE REASON
HENRY: You say I should be going, heading out that door
To a future than is so uncertain
You say I should be leaving without telling me what for
And it’s time to simply draw the curtain
On all the things I know but there’s one thing before I go
Tell me
Can you tell me something, can you tell me something, can you tell me
‘Cause I really need to know
what’s the reason, tell me what’s the reason, tell me what’s the reason
You think I should go.
Can you tell me something, can you tell me something, can you tell me
‘Cause I really need to know
what’s the reason, tell me what’s the reason, tell me what’s the reason
You think I should go.
MARLEY: You’re looking for excuses and acting all annoyed
Have you no sense of adventure?
I cannot understand you, what you’re trying to avoid
I’m simply trying to present
An opportunity to set your spirit free
And you’re repeating
HENRY: Can you tell me something, can you tell me something, can you tell me
‘Cause I really need to know (MARLEY: Oh here we go again)
what’s the reason, tell me what’s the reason, tell me what’s the reason
You think I should go. (MARLEY: I’m trying to explain)
tell me something, can you tell me something, can you tell me
‘Cause I really need know (MARLEY: I promise you’ll be fine)
what’s the reason, tell me what’s the reason, tell me what’s the reason
You think I should go. (MARLEY: Stick to the storyline)

MARLEY: What are you afraid of?
HENRY: Who says I’m afraid?
MARLEY: It’s obvious that something is holding you back
HENRY: It’s just common sense to ask the question
And not just head out blindly
MARLEY: We don’t have time for this
HENRY: I need to know to make sure I’m on the right track.
MARLEY: Do you trust me Henry?
HENRY: That’s not the point.
MARLEY: Do you trust me Henry?
HENRY: Sorry to disappoint you
MARLEY: You need to trust me Henry, once you break through
There’s no end to all the wonderful things waiting for you
It’s time for an adventure
Let me give the reason, Let me give the reason, Let me give the reason
You are waiting for. (HENRY: That is all I need )
find the answer, you will find the answer, you will find the answer,
Walking through that door (HENRY: The future guaranteed)
start the journey, when you start the journey, when you start the journey
It will manifest (HENRY: A little certainty)
see the reason , you will see the reason, the reason
Is the Story Quest. (HENRY: Some kind of guarantee)
TOGETHER: Just follow you’re heart
It’s a story quest. It’s time to start
And that’s the reason.

WARRIOR
MARLEY: Grab your weapons. Don’t delay
Be a hero save the day
As we charge into the fray
Draw your sword and raise it high
Then thrust parry thrust parry thrust parry
Point your arrow to the sky
Then draw and release draw and release
Turn your shield to block the blow
Then push and deflect
Soon you’ll be a warrior.
HENRY: I am armed and I’m prepared
And my enemy won’t be spared
But I’m nervous and I’m scared.
MARLEY: If you look inside you won’t find fear
You’ll find a warrior
And if you trust yourself then it is clear
You are a warrior.
(SPOKEN: Come on. I know you can do it)
Draw your sword and raise it high
Then thrust parry thrust parry thrust parry
Point your arrow to the sky
Then draw and release draw and release
Turn your shield to block the blow
Then push and deflect
Soon you’ll be a warrior.
HENRY: If I look inside I won’t find fear
I’ll find a warrior.
And if I trust myself then it is clear
I am a warrior.If I look inside I won’t find fear

I’ll find a warrior. A warrior
TOGETHER: Draw your sword and raise it high
Then thrust parry thrust parry thrust parry
Point your arrow to the sky
Then draw and release draw and release
Turn your shield to block the blow
Then push and deflect
Soon you’ll be a warrior.

If I look inside I won’t find fear
I’ll find a warrior.
And if I trust myself then it is clear
I am a warrior. If I look inside I won’t find fear
I’ll find a warrior. A warrior

WRITE YOUR OWN STORY
MARLEY: Each and every one of us
Can be part of something more
HENRY: But the story features none of us
If we don’t walk through that door

TOGETHER: If you overcome fear
If you overcome misunderstanding
If you overcome ignorance
Then share the applause because it is yours
Hey. Can you see how you can write your own story
Weave it into all the stories before
Hey. try and understand each new territory
And that is a start of being a part
Of a wonderful wonderful wonderful wonderful life
Ah ah ah ah
If you’re willing to share
If you’re willing to listen to others
If you’re willing to open up
And to find out some more about what’s gone before
Hey. Can you see how you can write your own story
Weave it into all the stories before
Hey. try and understand each new territory
And that is a start of being a part
Of a wonderful wonderful wonderful wonderful life
Don’t be afraid, bad things may never happen
Join the parade of people having fun
This land is for everyone
Hey. can you feel how you are part of the story
Woven into all the stories before

Hey when you understand each new territory
Then that is the start of being a part
Of a wonderful wonderful wonderful wonderful life
Ah ah ah ah
You can write your own story
You can write your own story
Wonderful wonderful wonderful wonderful
You can write your own story.

